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One of the most known methods of solution of the one-dimensional wave
equation is the method of traveling waves. Its main idea with reference to the
first initial boundary value problem for a finite string with fixed ends consist
in the following. One should construct the odd periodic continuation of initial
functions to overall real axis and then substitute the obtained functions into
d’Alembert formula. But it is difficult to express by a unified formula a
disturbance reflected back and forth between the ends of the string. In the
paper [1] we give such unified equation for the free vibrations problem of a
homogeneous string with the fixed end points. Here we give a solution of the
forced oscillation problem of the string.
Let on the segment [0, L] the one-dimensional wave equation is given
utt = a2 uxx + f (x, t). Let the initial conditions u(x, 0) = ϕ(x), u0t (x, 0) =
ψ(x) and the homogeneous boundary conditions u(0, t) = 0, u(L, t) = 0,
t ≥ 0 are given. The solution of this initial boundary value problem can be
written
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where [z] gives the greatest integer less than or equal to z and expression
stc(x, w) represents a sawtooth function defined by the formula
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Equation (1) represents an explicit solution of the inhomogeneous equation
of vibrations of a finite string with the fixed ends. If the functions f ∈ C 1 ,
ϕ ∈ C 2 , ψ ∈ C 1 satisfy to known consistency constraints
ϕ(0) = ϕ(L) = 0, ψ(0) = ψ(L) = 0, ϕ00 (0) a2 +f (0, 0) = ϕ00 (L) a2 +f (L, 0) = 0
then the solution, given by the formula (1), will have continuous derivatives
of the first and the second orders.
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